Would Have Could Have Should Have Did
could have should have would have exercise 1 - answers: could have should have would have 1. i could
have bought bread but i didn’t know we needed it. (past possibility) 2. we shouldn’t have invited so many
people to our party! i’m worried that we won’t have enough room for everyone. (past negative advice / regret)
3. i shouldn’t have started saving money years ago! (past advice ... could, should and would exercise autoenglish - 8 you could always hire a car if public transport is bad there. 9 you should really buy a travel
guide before you go to central america. 10 i would change job immediately if i were offered more money. 11 i
think my brother would live in spain if he could get a decent job there. name: date: grammar worksheet
can and could - name: _____ date: _____ grammar worksheet can and could i drive. i drive. you you he can he
can’t she could she couldn’t it it we we they they yes, no, i drive? i i you you you can he he can. he can’t. c
ouldshe c e couldn’t it it it we we we they they they modals - pearson education - modals are those helping
verbs, which express the ‘mode’ or ‘manner’ of the actions indicated by the main verbs. they express modes
such as ability, possibility, probability, permission, obligation, etc. the most commonly used modals are shall,
should, will, would, can, could, may, might, must, ought to, used to, need and dare. i could have saved a life
that day - isri - i could have saved a life that day, but i chose to look the other way. now every time i see his
wife, i’ll know i should have saved his life. that guilt is something i must bear, but it isn’t something you need
to share. if you see a risk that others take, that puts their health or life at stake, the question asked or things
you say 041104a who moved the stone - truth chasers - 20 men could not roll away”. clearly it is a
copyist’s insertion but one that seems to be relatively old. would one have taken the liberty to add such a note
without some insight into the size of the stone? would the writer have inserted this without some certainty
about the size and weight? intelligence and security committee - fas - intelligence and security committee
could 7/7 have been prevented? review of the intelligence on the london terrorist attacks on 7 july 2005
chairman: the rt. hon. dr kim howells, mp presented to parliament by the prime minister by command of her
majesty may 2009. cm 7617 £19.15 modal and perfect tenses - tamiu home - modal and perfect tenses
past modal perfect tense is used when it is unknown if the subject performed an action in the past, but it’s
possible, necessary, or likely. the past modal perfect tense begins with any past tense modal (could, should,
would, might) followed by “have,” plus a past tense action verb hepatitis c: why baby boomers should get
tested - have high rates of hepatitis c is not completely understood. most baby boomers are believed to have
become infected in the 1960s through the 1980s when transmission of hepatitis c was highest. hepatitis c is
primarily spread through . contact with blood from an infected person. baby boomers could have gotten
infected from could i have this dance - doctor uke's waiting room - could i have this dance for the rest of
my life? would you be my partner every night? when we're to-gether it feels so right could i have this dance for
the rest of my life? i'll always re-member that magic moment when i held you close to me . as we moved together i knew for-ever you're all i'll ever need p-10 - how it works - alcoholics anonymous - at some of
these we balked. we thought we could find an easier, softer way. but we could not. with all the earnestness at
our command, we beg of you to be fearless and thor-ough from the very start. some of us have tried to hold on
to our old ideas and the result was nil until we let go absolutely. effects of human activities on the
interaction of ground ... - effects of human activities on the interaction of ground water and surface water
agricultural development agriculture has been the cause of significant modification of landscapes throughout
the world. tillage of land changes the infiltration and runoff characteristics of the land surface, which affects
recharge to ground water, delivery of ... tort liability101: when are teachers liable? - • by far, the most
dangerous tort charge that could be brought against our teacher in scenario 1 is the charge of slander.
frustrated by the day’s events, the teacher could have easily exaggerated the abilities of the aid and subjected
herself to liability. tort liability is not always related solely to the relationship of teacher to student.
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